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*

Attractive design, impressive craftsmanship

An inviting ambience is a key factor for a comfortable restaurant experience. WERZALIT 
table tops are available in an ample selection of decors and shapes to offer the perfect look 
for every taste. The patented manufacturing process ensures that they retain their beauty 
for a very long time.

Discover the other WERZALIT products as well, such as window sills, terrace flooring, balconies and façades at www.werzalit.com!

*  Applies only to products 
produced in Germany.

Sun, rain, ashes, acid and grease – table tops have to stand up 
to a lot, especially outdoors. Table tops from WERZALIT shrug 
off almost everything without a trace. They are practically im-
pervious to mechanical, thermal and chemical infl uences.

The smooth, closed surface that is homogenously pressed onto 
the wood material is easy to clean and satisfi es the hygiene 
requirements of the professional catering industry. 

 �  We recommend lighter decors for tables that are 
exposed to signifi cant sunlight. 

All colours/decors stated in the brochure can deviate from the 
original colours due to printing process. Therefore kindly ask 
for a sample or our décor-fan.

� Many modern decors

� Individual design solutions

� Stable and robust 

�  Seamless surface that is easy
to care for 

� Weatherproof and UV-resistant

� Heat-resistant

� Sustainable: PEFC-certifi ed

� TÜV guarantee

Your key benefits at a glance:

Cover: scena table top, Arte, 237 sabbia
Page 2: scena table top, Terra, 046 tempera silver

scena p.  4 – 13
tavola p. 14 – 15 
Accessoires p. 16 – 17 
Product information p. 18 – 19
individua p. 20 – 21
General information p. 22

scena table top, Arte,
227 primavera
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Product information

Useful information about WERZALIT table tops

WERZALIT table tops are easy to care for, robust and long-lasting. We offer here some helpful 
information to ensure that you will enjoy your table tops for many years to come.

Heating by the sun
WERZALIT table tops that are exposed to signifi cant amounts 
of sunlight can temporarily deform into a concave shape. The 
corners bend upward and the middle downward.
As a preventive measure to counteract this change in shape, the 
table tops have been produced with a slightly convex shape. 
When the table tops are used, this deformation recedes such 
that it is hardly noticeable at all.

For locations exposed to extensive sunlight, we recommend 
choosing lighter decors or our Classic design with dark border 
but with a matching light decor in the centre of the table top. 
Dark table tops with larger square and rectangular dimensions 
heat up so much under heavy sunlight that the resulting defor-
mation is irreparable. These table tops should only be used in 
shaded areas. Such decors are marked with 3) . If you neverthe-
less wish to use decors marked in this way in unshaded areas, 
please consult your customer advisor. We will offer you a 
 custom solution for this purpose!

WERZALIT table tops as such are not quite plain at all. Lasting 
deformations may occur (reaching up to ±4 mm/1 m Table 
top-length, longitudinally-measured in top-center). These defor-
mations are judged to be uncritical! Therefore only limited 
utilization of the table tops when stringing together some tables.

Decors
There may be slight differences between the decors shown in 
the leafl et and the real table top-colours. Kindly count on 
slight deviations in colour if you extend existing projects by 
new table tops. We recommend to ask for samples.

Special decors
Decors produced via special printing processes have properties 
that live up to our standards. However, they should not be 
subjected to weather infl uences year-round. Decors with special 
printing processes are marked with 4).

Storage
Tables may not be stored “upside down” outdoors because the 
edge shape prevents water from running off.

Durability
The durability of our table tops satisfi es the requirements of 
DIN EN 438 for kitchen work surfaces. However, they are not 
infi nitely scratch-proof. Hard, rough, sharp-edged or mineral-
based objects, such as metal, stoneware or unglazed porcelain 
can cause irreparable scratches and scrapes on the table tops. 
However, this does not impair their usability or long service life. 
For cleaning just use water with rinsing agent or abrasion-proof 
cleaners.

The display with 18 table 
top decors is available 
for purchase. If you 
are interested, we would 
be pleased to create 
an individual offer. 
Please direct inquires to 
orders@werzalit.com

Product overview. Table tops and accessories

Shape Size 
(cm)

Edge Shape 
(mm)

KG Designation scena
Bosco

scena
Terra

scena
Punto

scena
Vivo

scena
Arte

tavola
Classic

tavola
Studio

60 26                  16 4.2 R60FA26 � � � � � � �

70 26                  16 5.5 R70FA26 � � � � � � �

80 26                  16 7.2 R80FA26 � � � � � � �

90 26                  16 8.7 R90FA26 � � � ° — � —

100 26                  16 10.8 R100FA26 � � � ° — � —

60/60 30                  16 5.3 E60/60FA30 � � � � � � �

70/70 30                  16 7.2 E70/70FA30 � � � � � � �

80/80 33                  18 9.7 E80/80FA33 � � � � � � �

100/60 30                  16 8.5 E100/60FA30 on request

110/70 30                  16 11.3 E110/70FA30 � � � � � � �

120/80 33                  18 15.8 E120/80FA33 � � � � � � �

70/50 25                  20 6.4 E70/50FA25 on request

70/60 25                  16.5 6.0 E70/60FA25 � � � � � — —

80/60 
Camping

17                  10 4.8 E80/60FA17 on request

120/65 30                  16.5 – O120/65SWL30 on request

160/97 30                  16.5 17.2 O160/97SWL30 on request

146/94 30                  16.5 16 O146/94SWL30 on request

Stool 34 cm 1.3 � � � � — — —

Stool 40 cm 1.8 � � � � — — —

� Available  ° Available on request  — Not available

18 19
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Diseño atractivo, acabado convincente

En el mundo gastronómico un ambiente seductor es un factor importante para la plena 

satisfacción. Gracias a su extensa selección de decorados y formas, los tableros WERZALIT 

satisfacen todos los gustos. El proceso de fabricacón patentado se encarga de que duren 

más tiempo.

Sol, lluvia, cenizas, ácidos y grasas - los tableros deben aguantarlo 
todo, especialmente al aire libre. En los tableros WERZALIT casi todo 
pasa sin dejar huella. Son prácticamente insensibles a las influencias 
mecánicas, térmicas y químicas.

Su superficie plana y cerrada, que se compacta homogéneamente con 
el material derivado de la madera, resulta fácil de limpiar y cumple 
todos los requisitos de hiegien de la gastronomia profesional.

Para las mesas que están especialmente expuestas al 
sol se recomienda decorados claros.

Los decorados/colores representados en el catálogo pueden ser 
diferentes en tono al original debido a la impresión. Les rogamos 
pidan una muestran de mano o carta de colores/decorados.

Sus ventajas de un vistazo:

Múltiples decorados modernos

Soluciones con diseño 
personalizado

Estables y robustos

Superficies sin juntas y fácil
de cuidar

Resistentes a la intemperie y
a los rayos UV

Resistentes al calor

Duraderos: certificación PEFC

Garantía TÜV



scena | Terra

Terra. The beauty of nature

The exciting Terra collection features an attractive range of diverse decors – from marble 
and granite surfaces. The colour spectrum offers understated grey and beige tones as well 
as darker nuances. Terra thrives on the diversity of nature.

3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.    5) Discontinued article.

179 | ponderosa grey 3

214 | montpellier202 | antique white 5 201 | antique brown 3 / 5

295 | findus 296 | findus grey

075 | safari grey 3 / 5074 | safari beige 5

scena table top, Terra, 311 carrara, 
terraza terrace profile, profile side fino 484 marrone

224 | tarnished silver223 | rust brown 3241 | concrete

2) Price group 2: Not available in all sizes.    3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.

046 | tempera silver3 102 | piazza 2052 | marmor onyx

6 7

Accessoires

Accessories.
Decorative rings for every decor

In addition to the extensive selection of table top decors and shapes, WERZALIT offers a 
gleaming way to perfectly finish off your table with decorative rings.

Accessories.
Stool and chair seats

The quality and decors of our table tops are also perfectly suited to stool and chair seats. 
We would be happy to advise you.

Stool and chair seats
The chair and stool seats come in two sizes: Choose from 
diam eters of 34 cm or 40 cm – as a match for the table top or 
in any other decor from the entire programme.

Decorative rings
We offer decorative rings in modern chrome or classic brass for 
round tables of 60 cm or 70 cm diameter. They deliver an elegant 
look and help the table tops last even longer.

We transport the decorative rings individually packaged to protect against damage during delivery.

planked beech

antique oak

Stool, Vivo, 001 white

Chrome decorative ring

Decorative rings can be used 
with any decor

Brass decorative ring

Decorative rings can be used 
with any decor

16 17
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6 7
tavola | Classic tavola | Studio

Classic. Table culture in pure form

The tavola table top, with its stylish bordering began with the Classic collection. Muted, restrained 
colours in warm to cool tones, classic decors in stone or wood styles and a high-contrast 
border – these are the elements of the Classic series. Create a Vienna coffee house atmosphere 
or the ambience of an Italian gelateria with these elegant decors. Additional decor combi-
nations are possible on request. Most decors of price group 1 can be combined together.

792 | stratos concrete

793 | catalan wenge

Studio. A special kind of charm 

Studio takes up the classic style of Classic and alters it in one significant detail: shifting of 
the stylish border further into the table. The surface is interrupted for a delicate look that 
lends a charming hint of extravagance. Studio – for the love of something special.

tavola table top, Classic, 
791 deep blue / marble bianco

tavola table top, Studio, 
735 black stratos

722 | marble bianco / puntinella

791 | deep blue / marble bianco

735 | black stratos

743 | black orme

15



scena | Punto

Punto. Inspiration through design

If you love the interplay of form and colour, Punto is just your style. Cool, fiery or in subdued 
pastels, the decors of Punto exhibit a rich palette of styles. Floral patterns adorn the table 
tops with blooming fantasies: romantically delicate or in high-contrast retro style. Whatever 
your preference, this richly varied collection has something for you.

067 | granite 112 | puntinella 3

3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.

034 | travertin

011 | peak

306 | catalan070 | marble bianco

311 | carrara

scena table top, Punto, 
137 glamour shadow

122 | ex works 1

1) Applies to the sizes E/R 60, 70, 80 and E 70 x 60, 110 x 70, 120 x 80.    2) Price group 2: Not available in all sizes.

137 | glamour shadow 2 021 | stratos 147 | acantus

8 9
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scena | Vivo

1) Applies to the sizes E/R 60, 70, 80 and E 70 x 60, 110 x 70, 120 x 80.    3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.    6) On request.

420 | dark grey 1 / 3

328 | dark red 1 / 3

331 | light green 1

338 | deep blue 1 / 3326 | orange 1

333 | dark green 1 / 3 /  6

001 | white 1

055 | black 1 / 3

330 | broom yellow 1 / 6

167 | cream 171 | grey

Vivo. The joy of colours

It’s entirely up to you whether you would like to seduce your guests with gentle powder 
tones or make an impact with bold colours. Vivo puts no limits on your imagination in applying 
great accents. You can combine Vivo with matching chairs for a harmonic look, create attractive 
contrasts or select a different colour for every table. With Vivo, the world gets just a bit 
more colourful.

scena table top, Vivo, 
330 broom yellow, 326 orange

10 11

scena | Arte

242 | graffiti 2

227 | primavera 2 228 | intermezzo 2 231 | esmeralda 2 / 3

237 | sabbia 2 239 | oceano 2

130 | fiori 2127 | occhio 2 129 | sentiero 2

222 | roccia 2 220 | mare di colori 2221 | foglia di autunno 2

2) Price group 2: Not available in all sizes.    3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.

Arte. Tables as art

The Arte collection graces your tables with beautiful designs. Harmonic, atmospheric colour 
compositions recall water colour and batik techniques with delicate lines and shapes accentu-
ating larger elements. Taking creative table design to a new level: individuality and artistic 
sensibilities shine through in this collection. Decors as abstract art – that is Arte.

scena table top, Arte, 
127 occhio 

12 13
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scena | Terra

Terra. The beauty of nature

The exciting Terra collection features an attractive range of diverse decors – from marble 
and granite surfaces. The colour spectrum offers understated grey and beige tones as well 
as darker nuances. Terra thrives on the diversity of nature.

3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.    5) Discontinued article.

179 | ponderosa grey 3

214 | montpellier202 | antique white 5 201 | antique brown 3 / 5

295 | findus 296 | findus grey

075 | safari grey 3 / 5074 | safari beige 5

scena table top, Terra, 311 carrara, 
terraza terrace profile, profile side fino 484 marrone

224 | tarnished silver223 | rust brown 3241 | concrete

2) Price group 2: Not available in all sizes.    3) Table top decors only to be used in shaded areas.

046 | tempera silver3 102 | piazza 2052 | marmor onyx

6 7

Accessoires

Accessories.
Decorative rings for every decor

In addition to the extensive selection of table top decors and shapes, WERZALIT offers a 
gleaming way to perfectly finish off your table with decorative rings.

Accessories.
Stool and chair seats

The quality and decors of our table tops are also perfectly suited to stool and chair seats. 
We would be happy to advise you.

Stool and chair seats
The chair and stool seats come in two sizes: Choose from 
diam eters of 34 cm or 40 cm – as a match for the table top or 
in any other decor from the entire programme.

Decorative rings
We offer decorative rings in modern chrome or classic brass for 
round tables of 60 cm or 70 cm diameter. They deliver an elegant 
look and help the table tops last even longer.

We transport the decorative rings individually packaged to protect against damage during delivery.

planked beech

antique oak

Stool, Vivo, 001 white

Chrome decorative ring

Decorative rings can be used 
with any decor

Brass decorative ring

Decorative rings can be used 
with any decor

16 17
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Product information

Useful information about WERZALIT table tops

WERZALIT table tops are easy to care for, robust and long-lasting. We offer here some helpful 
information to ensure that you will enjoy your table tops for many years to come.

Heating by the sun
WERZALIT table tops that are exposed to signifi cant amounts 
of sunlight can temporarily deform into a concave shape. The 
corners bend upward and the middle downward.
As a preventive measure to counteract this change in shape, the 
table tops have been produced with a slightly convex shape. 
When the table tops are used, this deformation recedes such 
that it is hardly noticeable at all.

For locations exposed to extensive sunlight, we recommend 
choosing lighter decors or our Classic design with dark border 
but with a matching light decor in the centre of the table top. 
Dark table tops with larger square and rectangular dimensions 
heat up so much under heavy sunlight that the resulting defor-
mation is irreparable. These table tops should only be used in 
shaded areas. Such decors are marked with 3) . If you neverthe-
less wish to use decors marked in this way in unshaded areas, 
please consult your customer advisor. We will offer you a 
 custom solution for this purpose!

WERZALIT table tops as such are not quite plain at all. Lasting 
deformations may occur (reaching up to ±4 mm/1 m Table 
top-length, longitudinally-measured in top-center). These defor-
mations are judged to be uncritical! Therefore only limited 
utilization of the table tops when stringing together some tables.

Decors
There may be slight differences between the decors shown in 
the leafl et and the real table top-colours. Kindly count on 
slight deviations in colour if you extend existing projects by 
new table tops. We recommend to ask for samples.

Special decors
Decors produced via special printing processes have properties 
that live up to our standards. However, they should not be 
subjected to weather infl uences year-round. Decors with special 
printing processes are marked with 4).

Storage
Tables may not be stored “upside down” outdoors because the 
edge shape prevents water from running off.

Durability
The durability of our table tops satisfi es the requirements of 
DIN EN 438 for kitchen work surfaces. However, they are not 
infi nitely scratch-proof. Hard, rough, sharp-edged or mineral-
based objects, such as metal, stoneware or unglazed porcelain 
can cause irreparable scratches and scrapes on the table tops. 
However, this does not impair their usability or long service life. 
For cleaning just use water with rinsing agent or abrasion-proof 
cleaners.

The display with 18 table 
top decors is available 
for purchase. If you 
are interested, we would 
be pleased to create 
an individual offer. 
Please direct inquires to 
orders@werzalit.com

Product overview. Table tops and accessories

Shape Size 
(cm)

Edge Shape 
(mm)

KG Designation scena
Bosco

scena
Terra

scena
Punto

scena
Vivo

scena
Arte

tavola
Classic

tavola
Studio

60 26                  16 4.2 R60FA26 � � � � � � �

70 26                  16 5.5 R70FA26 � � � � � � �

80 26                  16 7.2 R80FA26 � � � � � � �

90 26                  16 8.7 R90FA26 � � � ° — � —

100 26                  16 10.8 R100FA26 � � � ° — � —

60/60 30                  16 5.3 E60/60FA30 � � � � � � �

70/70 30                  16 7.2 E70/70FA30 � � � � � � �

80/80 33                  18 9.7 E80/80FA33 � � � � � � �

100/60 30                  16 8.5 E100/60FA30 on request

110/70 30                  16 11.3 E110/70FA30 � � � � � � �

120/80 33                  18 15.8 E120/80FA33 � � � � � � �

70/50 25                  20 6.4 E70/50FA25 on request

70/60 25                  16.5 6.0 E70/60FA25 � � � � � — —

80/60 
Camping

17                  10 4.8 E80/60FA17 on request

120/65 30                  16.5 – O120/65SWL30 on request

160/97 30                  16.5 17.2 O160/97SWL30 on request

146/94 30                  16.5 16 O146/94SWL30 on request

Stool 34 cm 1.3 � � � � — — —

Stool 40 cm 1.8 � � � � — — —

� Available  ° Available on request  — Not available
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*

Attractive design, impressive craftsmanship

An inviting ambience is a key factor for a comfortable restaurant experience. WERZALIT 
table tops are available in an ample selection of decors and shapes to offer the perfect look 
for every taste. The patented manufacturing process ensures that they retain their beauty 
for a very long time.

Discover the other WERZALIT products as well, such as window sills, terrace flooring, balconies and façades at www.werzalit.com!

*  Applies only to products 
produced in Germany.

Sun, rain, ashes, acid and grease – table tops have to stand up 
to a lot, especially outdoors. Table tops from WERZALIT shrug 
off almost everything without a trace. They are practically im-
pervious to mechanical, thermal and chemical infl uences.

The smooth, closed surface that is homogenously pressed onto 
the wood material is easy to clean and satisfi es the hygiene 
requirements of the professional catering industry. 

 �  We recommend lighter decors for tables that are 
exposed to signifi cant sunlight. 

All colours/decors stated in the brochure can deviate from the 
original colours due to printing process. Therefore kindly ask 
for a sample or our décor-fan.

� Many modern decors

� Individual design solutions

� Stable and robust 

�  Seamless surface that is easy
to care for 

� Weatherproof and UV-resistant

� Heat-resistant

� Sustainable: PEFC-certifi ed

� TÜV guarantee

Your key benefits at a glance:

Cover: scena table top, Arte, 237 sabbia
Page 2: scena table top, Terra, 046 tempera silver

scena p.  4 – 13
tavola p. 14 – 15 
Accessoires p. 16 – 17 
Product information p. 18 – 19
individua p. 20 – 21
General information p. 22

scena table top, Arte,
227 primavera
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As a preventive measure to counteract this change in shape, the 
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When the table tops are used, this deformation recedes such 
that it is hardly noticeable at all.

For locations exposed to extensive sunlight, we recommend 
choosing lighter decors or our Classic design with dark border 
but with a matching light decor in the centre of the table top. 
Dark table tops with larger square and rectangular dimensions 
heat up so much under heavy sunlight that the resulting defor-
mation is irreparable. These table tops should only be used in 
shaded areas. Such decors are marked with 3) . If you neverthe-
less wish to use decors marked in this way in unshaded areas, 
please consult your customer advisor. We will offer you a 
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WERZALIT table tops as such are not quite plain at all. Lasting 
deformations may occur (reaching up to ±4 mm/1 m Table 
top-length, longitudinally-measured in top-center). These defor-
mations are judged to be uncritical! Therefore only limited 
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based objects, such as metal, stoneware or unglazed porcelain 
can cause irreparable scratches and scrapes on the table tops. 
However, this does not impair their usability or long service life. 
For cleaning just use water with rinsing agent or abrasion-proof 
cleaners.

The display with 18 table 
top decors is available 
for purchase. If you 
are interested, we would 
be pleased to create 
an individual offer. 
Please direct inquires to 
orders@werzalit.com
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(cm)

Edge Shape 
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individua

Round 
shape

Square 
shape

Rectangular 
shape

individua table tops are specially designed according to your 
wishes – you choose the desired shape and dimension and simply 
send us your image. The weatherproof wood material has high 
UV-stability, making the logo table tops appropriate for all con -
ceivable uses – even for temporary outdoor use.

Acceptable fi le formats
For the best possible printing results, the graphics should al-
ways be 40 mm larger than the table top format on each side. 
Please remove crop marks as well as other marks and reference 
lines from the print data. Images from the following software 
and in the following formats and resolutions can be processed:

Image editing and graphics programs: Adobe Illustrator, 
Adobe Photoshop, Adobe InDesign, Adobe Acrobat, Corel Draw, 
Macromedia Freehand, QuarkXPress.

File formats: For exchanging data, please use PDF/X-1a 
(2001) V.1.3. Alternatively, EPS fi les or TIFFs can be used. 
Please avoid fi le formats such as AI, IND, DOC, PPF, DXF, etc. 
These can lead to compatibility or licensing issues. Create 
fonts as drawing paths or attach the original font fi le.

Resolution for image fi les: at least 300 dpi or 160 – 200 dpi in 
fi nal size.

More information: Data sheet available for downloading under 
individua logo table tops on www.werzalit.com

Other formats on request.

Size (cm) Edge Shape (mm) KG Designation

110/70 30              16 11.3 E110/70FA30

120/80 33              18 15.8 E120/80FA33

Size (cm) Edge Shape (mm) KG Designation

60 26              16 4.2 R60FA26

70 26              16 5.5 R70FA26

80 26              16 7.2 R80FA26

90 26              16 8.7 R90FA26

Size (cm) Edge Shape (mm) KG Designation

60/60 30              16 5.3 E60/60FA30

70/70 30              16 7.2 E70/70FA30

80/80 33              18 9.7 E80/80FA33

�  Your individual logo as a 
table top

�  Attention-grabbing brand 
platform

� Stable and robust

� UV-stable

� Heat-resistant

�  Also suitable for temporary
use outdoors

� PEFC-certifi ed

Your key benefits at a glance:

Your logo on your table top:

individua. Table tops with your logo

individua, the logo table tops from WERZALIT, can be used to great effect at events, trade fairs 
and promotional activities. Whether for celebrations, as durable advertisements or for sale, 
they are the perfect platform for your brand.
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